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refugee network. Klaus served on the board
of

the

Primate's

Development

Fund

World

Relief

and

and

remains

an

honourary member of the board.
Beyond Klaus' organizational leadership he
has personally made a tremendous personal
contribution to refugees in Canada. He and
his wife, Margie, have been involved in about
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LAUS GRUBER and his wife Margie have
been advocates for refugees for over 35

years in Saskatoon. Klaus is the refugee
coordinator for the Anglican Diocese of
Saskatoon, a volunteer position he has held
for more than 20 years. He has been a
member of the Saskatoon Refugee Coalition
since 1994 and a member of the Canadian
Council for Refugees. Klaus has also been on
the council of the Canadian Sponsorship

Agreement Holders Association, and a
member

of

the

NGO-Government

Committee, a national body addressing
refugee policies and procedures. Klaus is also
a member of the Primate's World Relief Fund

15 sponsorship cases involving about 50 - 60
people. Klaus and Margie have had more
than 12 refugees living with them for various

periods of time, from 6 months to about 2
years. They remain very close to many of
these families. Klaus has had the opportunity
to visit refugee camps and programs in
Kenya, Cairo and Columbia.
Outside of his work with refugees, Klaus has
been a social worker for 45 years and was
Executive

Director

of

Family

Service

Saskatoon for 9 years and the Executive
Director of the Saskatchewan Association of
Social Workers. He has also been a sessional
lecturer at the University of Regina since
1988.
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A Conversation with Saskatchewan’s Global Citizens...
Where do you find your inspiration?
I receive constant inspiration from my
children and my students, in that they
are often far ahead of me and my
generation in focusing on the most
important values for the future of the

There are no easy solutions to
the challenges we face. It
involves education, healing,
working together to accomplish
common goals.
What does global citizenship mean to
you?
Global citizenship means that all of
humanity is one extended family. There
have been many artificial divisions that
humans have used to organize
humanity - tribes, race, religion,
geography, borders etc. However, we
have much more in common than we
have divisions. When we begin to see
that once we meet our common needs
for belonging, relationship, core needs
such as food, shelter and security, we will
have a world that has the possibility of
harmonious co-existence of all people in
the world and with the earth itself.

What do you feel are some of the
biggest challenges currently facing our
global community? What do you
identify as possible solutions to these
challenges?
There are many challenges, the greatest
of which might be that so many people
still consider their self-interest
compromised if others' interests are also
elevated. This sense of constant
competition means that many of our
systems (politics, education, economic,
geographic) tend to advance skills to
"win" over others rather than advancing
everyone.

There are no easy solutions to the
challenges we face. It involves education,
healing, working together to accomplish
common goals. Perhaps the most
important work is to continue to help
develop empathy.

All efforts of people coming
together to enhance our
collective nature and to ensure
the common good must be
supported and strengthened.
The increasing shrinking of the globe
and the increasing interaction among
people has been both a challenge and a
blessing. More people than ever have
regular exposure to other cultures,
differing world views and people who
have had very different life experiences.
This has created the opportunity for
understanding and more of a sense of
connectedness.
However, for some, it has also expanded
their sense of suspicion and fear.
Unfortunately, politicians sometimes help
fuel those feelings in order to gain
control. All efforts of people coming
together to enhance our collective
nature and to ensure the common good
must be supported and strengthened.

earth. Also, when I get frustrated, I try to
remember that within a few decades the
Berlin wall came down, apartheid ended
and the European Union came together.
These are all steps in the ongoing
development of the global community
and seemed impossible only a few
decades earlier.

What advice would you give to
today’s youth that are considering
going into International Development
work?
International Development work carries
with it huge rewards, mostly in the
richness of the relations that one
develops throughout the world. It is,
however, not for the faint of heart.
There is a lot of pain and suffering out
there and in development work, it must
often be faced head-on. It is also critical
that we know ourselves and that we
surround ourselves with personal
supports. Self care is essential. ♦

